Data Sheet

inSync Private Cloud Plans
Druva’s inSync Private Cloud on-premise editions are tailored for enterprises that adhere to their own
data security and compliance requirements. Built to scale, inSync offers the flexibility and the elasticity
of the cloud and is a comprehensive IT solution for protecting and governing enterprise mobile data
without compromising end-user productivity.

inSync Private Cloud
inSync Private Cloud offerings

Private Cloud
Enterprise

Private Cloud
Elite

Data Protection and Governance
Complete Endpoint Backup
Mobile Suite

(Mobile App, MDM Integration)

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

(Remote Wipe, Geo-Tracking, Encryption)

Governance

(Federated Search, Legal Hold, eDiscovery Enablement)

inSync Share
Advanced Deployment &
Administration Capabilities
Regional Storage Nodes
Advanced Storage Management
Enterprise Integration
Edge Server
Professional Services
Request free trial at www.druva.com/free-trial
Purchase separately
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Solution Components
Endpoint Backup

Enterprise Integration

• Enables continuous, seamless, and non-intrusive
backup and restore for protecting critical business
data wherever it resides. In addition, with persona
backup, user settings are preserved for easy, managed
migration to new machines or operating systems.
inSync can be mass deployed and supports Microsoft
Windows®, OS X®, Linux®, iOS, and Android™ devices.

• Microsoft Active Directory® Integration: Connectivity
to AD for the automatic provisioning, policy configuration,
and deprovisioning of users and devices.

inSync Share
• Delivers the security and controls required by IT to
manage all sharing activities within and outside the
organization while providing an intuitive and easy-touse environment for effective user collaboration. It is
supported on all mobile devices and enables quick
access for users to all of their data from any device.

Governance
• Facilitates identification, collection, and preservation
of endpoint data for compliance and litigation needs.
Enables secure, direct data-access for eDiscovery
platforms with complete metadata-based, federated
search capabilities.

Advanced Storage Management
• Ensures High Availability (HA) through secondary
destination support for automatic failover of backups
and restores, ensuring zero downtime and continuous
data access. Additionally, inSync offers the capability
to dynamically add storage (with storage pooling and
load balancing), thereby delivering scalability and
support for organizations that anticipate increasing
data needs of hundreds of thousands of users and
petabytes of stored data.

• Integrated Mass Deployment: Enables the automatic
mass provisioning of inSync agents and configuration
by supporting deployment tools, such as Microsoft
Active Directory® Group Policy (GPO), Microsoft System
Center Configuration Manager (SCCM), LANDesk®, and
Casper Suite®, thereby eliminating the need for end
user intervention.
• Delegated Administration: Enables administrators to
create and assign privileges to other administrators for
managing inSync across groups and regions.

Mobile Suite
• With the inSync mobile app, end users have direct
access to all backed up content on the go, thus making
it ideal for the mobile workforce. In addition, they can
easily control mobile backup and protection preferences
(backup content, schedule and remote wipe).
• Integration with Mobile Device Management (MDM)
providers enables customers to manage the
provisioning of the inSync app within the context of
the MDM service, as well as achieve more extended
security and management capabilities.

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
• Enables remote data wipe (user or admin-initiated),
geo-tracking, and enforced device encryption
capabilities to protect data from being compromised
in case an endpoint device were to get lost or stolen.

About Druva
Druva is the leader in data protection and governance at the edge, bringing visibility and control
to business information in the increasingly mobile and distributed enterprise. Built for public and
private clouds, Druva’s award-winning inSync and Phoenix solutions prevent data loss and address
governance, compliance, and eDiscovery needs on laptops, smart devices and remote servers. As
the industry’s fastest growing edge data protection provider, Druva is trusted by over 3,000 global
organizations on over 3 million devices. Learn more at www.druva.com, and join the conversation
at twitter.com/druvainc.
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